


Jamie was sad.  He had been in 
trouble everyday this week for 

arriving late to his class.



The trouble was he found it very 
difficult to find his class.  The room 
was at the very back of the school 

and he kept getting lost!



His mum dropped him off at the 
school gates and it always took him a 

very long time to find his way.



‘Maybe,’ thought Jamie, ‘if I made a 
map for myself, I would be able to 

find my class quickly and keep out of 
trouble!’



‘And because my mum drops me off at 
the gates, I will start from there.’



Jamie pictured the gates so that he 
could draw them on his map.



‘As I walk to my class, the first thing 
I pass is a big tree.’



Jamie pictured the tree so that he 
could draw it on his map.



‘Next, I pass the climbing frame.’



Jamie pictured the climbing frame so 
that he could draw it on his map



‘After that, I go around the corner 
and pass a big yellow bin...’



Jamie pictured the big yellow bin so 
that he could draw it on his map



‘...then I cross the yard by the 
hopscotch.’



Jamie pictured the yard with the 
hopscotch so that he could draw it on 

his map



‘I go around the corner and walk past 
the playing fields...’



Jamie pictured the playing fields so 
that he could draw them on his map



‘...and then walk straight on through 
the school doors.’



Jamie pictured his school doors so 
that he could draw them on his map.



‘Finally, I walk around the corner, 
down the corridor and to my class 

with the big blue door!.



Jamie pictured the corridor with his 
classroom door so that he could draw 

them on his map



Jamie drew all his landmarks on to a 
piece of paper



He added arrows to remind himself 
which way to go. 



Jamie then put the map carefully 
inside his school bag ready for the 

following morning.



The next day, Jamie was the first one 
to arrive in his classroom. He 

explained how he’d managed it to his 
teacher.



She was so pleased that she gave him 
a sticker that said ‘Ask me why... I am 

brilliant today’, and Jamie proudly 
told everyone about his fantastic 

idea.



Jamie was never late to arrive in his 
class again.



Why not make a map of  
your own route to your 
classroom ?  Maybe you 

could challenge your 
friends to follow it and 

find out if it works!


